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Abstract
This article discusses how Universitas Terbuka (UT) has helped to change the way of teaching, especially early childhood education (ECE) student teachers learn in Indonesia, from being the passive students who were listening to the teacher in the class to be those who can learn actively and independently both face to face and online. The research was conducted in 2018 and 2019 by sending some open questions online and by interviewing some early childhood education (ECE) student teachers. The study also used the data from 2013 as comparison data. The data have been analyzed descriptively. The results showed that it is proven that UT has a role as an agent of change for the early childhood education (ECE) student teachers in Indonesia. By studying at UT, the ECE student teachers learn to explore actively and independently. Moreover, UT (Universitas Terbuka) has helped them to experience how to learn online. By participating in an online tutorial at UT, the ECE student teachers learn to use internet for learning, such as reading the learning materials online, by expressing their knowledge and posting their questions online. Thus, in UT, they learn to know and to learn how to be professional ECE student teachers.
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1. Introduction
Universitas Terbuka (UT) is entirely using distance education mode of learning. As a distance education university, UT implements an open distance learning system. The meaning of open in UT is that everyone has a high school, or its equivalent certificate can be UT students without any limitation on age, years of diplomas, of study, time registration, and the frequency of exams. The term distance education means that the learning process is not mainly done by face to face; instead, UT students can learn at a distance by any means. The students of UT have to learn the learning courses by reading the module. The module is the printed media and non-printed media, such as audio/video, computer/Internet, radio and television broadcasts. Theoretically, UT published and non-printed learning materials are intended to be learned independently. In addition to using learning materials provided by UT, students can also take the initiative to utilize the library (anywhere) or enroll in the face to face tutorial or via Internet, radio, television, and using other learning resources, such as programs audio/video [1].

The existence of UT with its Faculty of Education and Teacher Training (FKIP-UT) has helped the Indonesian government specifically in improving teachers’ qualifications. FKIP-UT has helped many teachers get their S1 degree following the Indonesian government policy. The government believes that UT and its Faculty of Education and Teacher Training (FKIP) can help in preparing the future Indonesian generation to improve their skills and to utilize the industrial revolution 4.0 in their life. A teacher is a facilitator who drives the young generation to use the era of this industrial revolution 4.0 wisely. Thus, this paper aims to explain and discuss how UT has helped to change the way of teaching for Indonesian teachers, especially early childhood education (ECE) student teachers’ learning.

In UT, ECE study program has 45 courses, and 26 of the courses are provided through face to face tutorials [2]. For the ECE courses that have no face-to-face tutorial, UT has provided an online learning tutorial as the learning support for the students who need that. However, participating in both face to face and online learning tutorials is not an obligation for UT students, since the tutorial in UT is
provided as learning support for UT students who felt that they needed it. To provide better delivery of instruction, there is a need to understand how the students who engaged into online tutorials perceive the program. This study aimed to investigate the perceptions of the ECE students towards the online tutorials provided by UT.

1.1. How UT Changes the Way of the ECE Students' Teachers Learn by Its Distance Education System

Various reports from both national and international, both government and non-governmental organizations, show that the index of reading interest and literacy levels of the Indonesian people is still shallow. It means reading is not the Indonesian people's habit. However, by studying at UT, many ECE student teachers begin to get used to reading more, since studying at UT means that they have to read all the printed learning materials.

UT, with its distance education system, has used technology as the primary mean to improve UT’s teaching and learning process and management. Even the ministry of research and technology and higher education explained that technology is the primary mean to enhance its teaching and learning process and also to help its management system [4].

In fact, in 2013, it was found through conversations with many Early Childhood Education students at UT that the students held the belief that participating in online learning was not exciting and was not useful to them. Hence, the students prefer to choose face to face tutorial. The fact is that not many Early Childhood Education students were joining the online tutorial [1].

Online learning nowadays is one of the trademarks of a distance education institution. As mentioned by Watts [5] in her dissertation, and also as described by Simonson and Schlosser that, distance education is “institution-based, formal education where the learning group is separated, and where interactive telecommunications systems are used to connect learners, resources, and instructors” [6].

To help the Indonesian teachers, especially the ECE student teachers to welcome and to adapt to the digital era, FKIP-UT has introduced and used the online tutorial as one of its academic services. To help the students to change to UT’s online tutorial so, since 2018, UT has conducted a training called EKBJJ (Edukasi Keterampilan Belajar Jarak Jauh/ education for learning in the distance education system). In practice, UT’s new students have been introduced with how to read faster, how to read effectively, time management, self-motivating, what and how to register to participate in an online tutorial.

1.2. Online Learning in UT

To accelerate the completion of the government mission, the top management of UT plans to use the online learning program as an additional form for its print-based instructional process [7]. The online learning program in UT, which was started in 1995, now seems to be widely used to serve its students, not only for its undergraduates but also for its master’s degree program. This kind of teaching-learning process is a shift from only providing a face to face tutorial system. UT’s online tutorial program is an example of UT’s effort to adapt to technological developments and to meet the needs of students. By using the online tutorials, UT expects that the instructors can help and reach their students who live in areas that are difficult to achieve by face to face. Accordingly, UT then developed and implemented many online tutorials, which are supplemented as well with the printed learning materials. This online tutorial program is expected to maintain good interaction with students, and it is also developing an academic dialogue among students, tutors, and UT as the main curriculum providers.

2. Method

The research methods used are quantitative research methods. Quantitative research is simply a research that is presenting data using numbers, graphs, tables, and diagrams. The type of research used is survey research. Research surveys find out on a large number of people about how they behave, their opinions, what they say, or whether they do [8,9].

Survey was used to explore how the UT students who are ECE student teachers perceive their experiences in learning online at UT. The research was conducted in 2018 and 2019 by simply answering using a rating scale. The information has been analyzed descriptively. From the questionnaire given to the 83 respondents who were UT’s ECE student teachers who attended, survey was used by research to know and to understand how the respondents felt about learning at UT. Moreover, the researchers also tried to help the ECE student teachers learn about what is an online tutorial and experienced learning online.

3. Result and Discussion

From the questionnaire given to the 83 respondents who were UT’s ECE student teachers attended face to face tutorial in Jakarta, Semarang, and Surabaya, it was found that:
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Figure 2. I registered to UT since I have known UT and the learning system

From Figure 1, it was shown that the ECE teachers registered to UT since UT was suitable for them, and the Figure 2, they understood about UT and the distance education learning system.

Figure 3. The Attendance in the orientation for UT’s new students at the regional offices

From Figures 3 and 4, it was shown that the ECE student teachers felt that attending the orientation for the new students was good and helped them know more about UT and the distance education learning system.

Figure 4. The Usefulness of attending the UT’s orientation according to the respondents

From Figures 3 and 4, it was shown that the ECE student teachers felt that attending the orientation for the new students was good and helped them know more about UT and the distance education learning system.

Figure 5. The Attendance of ECE student teachers who attended the EKBJJ training

From Figure 5, it can be shown that 55% of the ECE new students participated in the training to help UT new students understand how to become UT students.

However, there were still ECE new student teachers who did not participate in an online tutorial, and they said that they did not know, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The descriptive of ECE student teachers did not registered and participated in an online tutorial

From Figure 6, it can be shown that the descriptive of ECE student teachers did not register and participate in UT’s online tutorials because they did not know how to register in an online tutorial. Even though they have already attended the orientation and the training, they still did not understand how to use the online tutorial, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The guidance in the online tutorials even could not help me understand how to register and participate in an online tutorial
Data from the online questionnaire revealed that the ECE student teachers who participated in an online tutorial felt that participating in online helped them with many useful things, as mentioned by the two selected participants:

“With this online tutorial, I can learn new things about the subjects I study, and the dialogues in this online tutorial are beneficial, and also I got a lot of knowledge from friends."

“Participating in an online tutorial is helping me understand this subject more deeply and helping me to know how to become a professional ECE student teachers”

“The benefits for me are significant to make me a professional early childhood education (ECE) teacher and form reading the learning material in the online tutorial I know steps on how to become a professional ECE student teachers”

“Studying at UT is very suitable for me, and I like to explore at UT online system like this because I live far from UT’s regional centre in Palangkaraya”

“In the online tutorial, I learn from the explanation through the online initiation and from a discussion forum, so I can understand what the meaning and purpose of this course are.”

“The advantage of this online tutorial is that we can hold opinions / discuss our views in our language and can see the opinions of other friends who are discussing and can work at any time. However, lack of this online tutorial is the students cannot directly ask the tutor in the discussion forum if something is not understood”

In the online tutorial, all of the participants should read the learning content in the initiation and answer or response to the 8th topic discussions. It means that all of the online tutorial participants have to learn actively. Thus, if we compared the number of ECE student teachers who learn actively in their online tutorial, we can consider this fact. In 2013 the ECE student teachers who participated in the online tutorial from 100 students who registered, only 10 to 15 students wanted to actively participate in online discussions [1]. While in 2018 from 95 students per class who participated in the online tutorial 32 students actively discussed the topic discussion [10] and in 2019 from 50 students per class who participated in the online tutorial 33 students actively discussed the topic discussion [11]. In an online tutorial, the learning process has two ways; it means that the tutors try to have a dialogue with the students by doing discussions.

The results of this study supported the other research done by Chandrawati [10] in 2017/2018 that participating in online tutorials helped to make UT’s ECE student teachers learn actively by discussing some topics, giving their opinions or perceptions towards the issues being discussed in the online tutorials. Further, the research by Chandrawati [10] also found that joining the online tutorial made the students get used to using computers and the internet. The results of this study showed that it is proven that UT has a role as an agent of change for the ECE student teachers in Indonesia since by studying at UT, the ECE student teachers learn to explore actively and independently. Moreover, UT has helped them to experience how to learn online. By participating in online tutorials at UT, the ECE student teachers learn to use the internet for learning, such as by reading the learning materials online, by expressing their knowledge and by posting their questions online. Thus, in UT, they learn to know and to learn how to be professional ECE student teachers. The findings also show that participating in an online tutorial can enhance students’ involvement in their learning by stating their needs to others, sharing their experience, which is related with result finding by Ramadhan [12].

The results showed that dialogue in the online tutorials could help students to be engaged and connected with their tutor and their peers. The structure of the online tutorial and the discussion topic given by the tutor seemed to encourage the students to have dialogue among themselves.

4. Conclusions

This paper showed how UT with its system as an educational institution can help the Indonesian early childhood educators or the kindergarten teachers to prepare themselves in the era Revolution 4.0 and to increase their knowledge about being professional ECE student teachers by building UT’s system in the online tutorial and by guiding and managing the UT students to experience learning online. Therefore, UT, as an institution, has successfully carried out its mission in widening access to higher education, for both practicing teachers and general society. By any means, UT represents one of the significant contributions to innovation in the modern Indonesian higher education system.
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